product information

Smart-ID
What is Smart-ID?
Smart-ID is app based authentication, signature and transaction approval solution. It has been released by SK
ID Solutions.
Users do not need any additional devices, just Smart-ID app in their smartphones. Users need also internet
connection and their secret PIN codes, one for login and one for signatures and transaction approvals.

Why should end-users use Smart-ID?
The users gain convenient and safe solution for their everyday needs for online life. As the number of service
providers supporting Smart-ID is growing quickly more and more services will be easily available for the
end-users. Smart-ID offers easy installation and activation of an account based on the existing eID solutions
in the Baltics. SK ID Solutions is a respectable company, which has excellent record of accomplishment for
offering trust services.

Why should merchants offer Smart-ID as authentication service?
Smart-ID had one of the most successful launches in the eID history. The user base is growing rapidly and at
the end of 2017 the transaction count was 9 million per month. Smart-ID is expected to continue the growth
and expand internationally to new markets.

Why should merchants use Signicat for Smart-ID?
Although it is possible for any merchant to connect directly to Smart-ID, using the Signicat is very simple.
Signicat offers single API to multiple identity schemes. The same API can be used for local strong eIDs (such
as EsteID and Mobile) and for Social media (such as Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn and Microsoft Live), as
well as to other international eIDs.
Signicat also offers additional value-added services, which can be accessed through the same API, such as
identity assurance (which can be used to onboard new users) and electronic signatures and seals (which are used
to digitally protect documents).

Signicat is one of the leading providers of electronic identity and electronic signature solutions in Europe. The company, founded in 2007,
delivers online trust based services to the public and private sector globally. The solutions are used by banks and financial institutions,
insurance companies, government agencies and large corporations as well as small and medium sized businesses.
Signicat specializes in cross-border cloud based electronic identity services and electronic signatures. The company has local presence
in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands and UK. These countries are in the forefront in the world with the usage of digital
identities and electronic signatures.
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